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Olympic silver medalist Sasha Cohen tells her story -- on and off the icechampion figure skater
Sasha Cohen captured the world's attention with her exquisite spiral and outstanding layback
spin at the 2002 Olympic Winter Games in Salt Lake City. In Torino, she reigned as the most
intriguing contender in figure skating at the 2006 Olympic Winter Games and triumphed with the
silver medal. For the first time, Sasha tells her amazing story, in her own words, including:Her
discovery of ice skating at age 7 and the coaches who trained herHer comeback from the injury
that almost ended her careerThe crushing lows and miracle winsThis is the official
autobiography of the world's most captivating skater, on and off the ice.

About the AuthorSasha Cohen is an unbelievably charming, gifted skater, and she is the early
favorite to win the Gold Medal at the 2006 Winter Olympics in Italy. She placed fourth at the 2002
Games, and has since improved her skating, trained with new coaches, worked as a
professional model, and taken the world by storm!Amanda Maciel has worked in book
publishing since graduating from Mount Holyoke College and is currently an executive editor of
children’s books. She spends her free time writing, running, and helping raise her young son with
her husband and their cat in Brooklyn, New York. Tease is her first novel.Photographer Kathy
Goedeken has been photographing skaters for over nine years. She has been published in the
periodicals "Sports Illustrated for Kids", "Sports Illustrated for Women", as well as several
skating magazines. Her photos appear in Scholastic’s 1997 "Michelle Kwan: Heart of a
Champion", Simon and Schuster’s 1997 "Boitano’s Edge", Lerner Publications’ 1998 "Michelle
Kwan: Champion on Ice", Scholastic’s 1998 "Michelle Kwan Scrapbook", and has photographed
all of the covers for Hyperion Book’s 2000 series Michelle Kwan Presents Skating Dreams.Ms.
Goedeken’s photographs have appeared in numerous figure skating programs. Her TV credits
include “Ice Skating on E!” and “Scott Hamilton on E!”.
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Finding the Edge: My Life on the Ice



AD, “Different but nice. Regrettably, a lasting message from this book is that Alexandra was a
spoiled and indulged young lady whose parents doted on her chosen path of development and
could well afford to do so. She was of the chosen few who are very well supported in their climb
to success. That being said, the book is well done by Alexandra/Sasha and gives a glimpse and
understanding into her life and growth, which is what an autobiography is supposed to do.The
book is interesting and well done. I recommend it for people of all ages and genders. It is
inspirational, but is more of a "fairy tale" and "wishful" for those whose background is not so
fortunate. It also gives insight to the cost of such an endeavor.I believe Sasha is the most
beautiful and vibrant skater I have ever seen skate. Even in real life and up close, such is the
case. She made the winter olympics great! Truly Sasha is, as "New Yorker" put it, a "National
Treasure." However, we are reviewing the book here, not Sasha.”

VampireNovelFan, “She's my favorite female skater ever. The first edition of this book was
printed before Sasha's 2006 Olympic Silver medal win. We learn about how her love for skating
was ignited as well as how she started out as a gymnast. A lot of her gymnast qualities
translated into her abilities on the ice, namely her flexibility and beautiful attention to detail. We
learn about her comeback from a potentially career ending back injury as well as a few difficult
defeats.While the book was interesting, it didn't feel very gritty or emotional. Sasha's career can
pretty much be culminated as a big "what if". We never really see her mention what gets in her
head that leads to her settling for any other place but first. While she is a strong short program
skater, her long programs have always been her Achilles heel. She usually botches a jump which
has cost her two Olympic Gold medals and two World Championship titles. We won't even
mention the Nationals gold medals she let pass her by. She is my favorite figure skater of all
time, but this book pretty much ignored the elephant in the room. Basically, it's nice back story,
but superficial at best.”

John N., “Gift for wife. my wife has loved figure skating since the age of 5 - loves everything
about it.  She liked the book - actually she likes every book about figure skating.”

lawyeraau, “FOR FIGURE SKATING BUFFS AND FANS OF SASHA COHEN.... I have been a
fan of Sasha Cohen ever since I first saw her skate a number of years ago. Even at a young age,
she clearly stood out from the pack with her artistry and intensity on the ice. She is truly a
beautiful skater. So, I looked forward to reading her autobiography.Written as a first person
narrative, the book is somewhat banal, at times, lacking any real depth or insight. Nevertheless,
the book will hold the interest of those who are fans of Sasha Cohen, as well as those with an
avid interest in figure skating. In her book, Sasha Cohen lets the reader know how it was that she
became a skater. She discusses what she had to do to get to where she is today. She also
includes a number of tantalizing tidbits about the skating world.The book is peppered with many



photographs of Sasha Cohen, in both black and white and color. This is definitely a book that her
fans will enjoy, and it is a quick and easy read. It would make a lovely gift for a young girl or
teenager with an interest in figure skating.”

Mikael Covey, “greatness. good book, worth reading, very inspirational. Cohen is the champion
we should all try to be.”

Rose32285, “Incredible skater, an athlete to respect. I read the old edition of Sasha Cohen's
autobiography that did not include her experiences at the 2006 Winter Olympics. This new
release, obviously, pays tribute to Sasha's time in Turin and gives readers an updated version of
this young woman's life story.I did not watch Sasha when she was 17 years old and performing
in the 2002 Olympic Games, but when I saw she was returning to the 2006 Games as a favorite
to win the gold, I felt inclined to tune in. Sasha Cohen is far and away one of the most graceful
and beautiful skaters I have ever come across, and it is genuinely a shame that things did not
work out for her in Turin. I feel for her, because she is such a precise ice skater who clearly has
all the necessary skills to be an Olympic gold medalist, but as we all know, you just never know
what can happen out there. But this young lady coped with it about as well as anyone possibly
could. She could have easily pouted and bawled her eyes out after winning the silver medal, but
she kept that humble smile and classy attitude all the way through. And judging from everything
I've heard about her very different attitude four years ago, I'd have to say that she has
transformed into a true American--someone we can respect even more than a person who just
sports a gold medal around their neck. So anyone who criticizes Sasha and focuses on the
negativity should see that she is arguably one of the greatest class acts her sport has seen in
this country.I wish Sasha all the best in her future and hope that she will consider training for the
2010 Games. No matter what choice she makes, though, I hope people will remember her for
the beautiful skater that she really is. Fans will enjoy reading this autobiography, although I do
agree with another reviewer here in that it does lack depth and insight. It is clearly geared mostly
for young kids, so of course Sasha is not going to go into great detail on most things. Yes, it's
fluffy, but that clearly isn't what was intended to be written. We all know that there was more to
her disappointing finish at the 2002 Olympics than just being "happy to have been there." We
know she was more upset than that, but when you think about it this wasn't really the place for
her to go into that. Not with a book geared for younger kids. Most teenage Olympic athletes write
their autobiographies with a simple voice, not choosing to go too deep. The book does, however,
help readers see how Cohen got started and evolved as an athlete, and with this newly revised
edition it is a nice reminder of Sasha's Olympic success.”

Natasha Brown, “Good read. Good read, Sasha didn't come across very well though.”

a_sky_full_of_books_n_stories, “Schöne Biografie. Ich habe mir das Buch vor einigen Jahren



gekauft, da ich von Sasha total fasziniert war. Das Buch lässt sich innerhalb weniger Stunden
lesen. Man erfährt vieles: von ihrem Privatleben über ihre häufigen Trainerwechsel, ihr Training,
ihre Anfänge als Turnerin und später Eisläuferin, eigentlich wirklich viel. Außerdem sind viele
schöne Bilder enthalten.”

Marlene, “Buch Sasha Cohen, Fire on ICE. Buch noch sehr gut erhalten.Da wir große Ice-Lauf-
Fans sind war es für uns sehr interessant zu lesen wie die Karriere von Sasha Cohen verlief.Für
meine Tochter war es gleichzeitig noch eine gute Übung in Englisch da das Buch ja auf Englisch
geschrieben war.Für Eiskunstlauffans die über gute Englischkenntnisse verfügen eine
EMPFEHLUNG !!!!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 34 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 224 pages
Item Weight: 9.6 ounces
Dimensions: 5.25 x 0.56 x 8 inches
Reading age: 8 - 12 years
Grade level: 4 - 6
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